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Topic/
Sub-Topic
Factors of 1, 2,
3 and 4 digit
numbers

General
Objectives
Pupils will
identify and
write factors of
1, 2, 3 and 4
digit numbers.
For pupils to
become familiar
with finding the
factors of given
numbers

GRADE FIVE: NOTATION AND NUMERATION
Content
Activities

Resources

Factor

Bingo chips

• A whole number that
divides exactly into
another number.
• A whole number that
multiplies with another
number to make a third
number.
Factor Pair
• a pair of numbers
multiplied together form
another number called
their product.

1

Expanded
Notation Hundreds of
Million

For pupils to
demonstrate
the skill of
expanding
numbers.

Arranging given sets of objects into
equal rows in different ways..
Using multiplication tables to
identify products of factors.
Define Factor

Tables charts,
seed, corks

Arrange objects into groups of given
numbers

Let’s Do Maths
bk 5 pg 61, 62

Introduce factors of given numbers

Steps to
Common
Entrance
Mathematics Bk
3 pg 4, 6

Identify and write factors of given
number
List factors of given numbers

Quiz
Oral and
written work

New Common
Entrance
Mathematics
Second Edition
pg 32

Expanded Notation

Distributing numeral cards.

Expanded form or
expanded notation is a
way of writing numbers to
see the mathematical
value of individual digits.

Arranging numerals to make
numbers in groups.

Write out a number's
expanded form by writing

Multiplication
chart

Evaluation
Strategy
Games

Placing the numbers on a notation
chart.
Stating the value of each digit.
Playing “Bulls Eye”

Numeral Cards
Dart Board

Group
activity

GRADE FIVE: NOTATION AND NUMERATION
each digit and explaining
A dart board has the values on a
notation chart – 10,100 etc
its place value in
mathematical terms.
A dart is thrown at a dart board.
For example, the number
The digit with that value is identified
3,047 is, 3 x 1,000 + 0 x
and written until the entire number
100 + 4 x 10 + 7 x 1 in its
is expanded.
expanded form.
When numbers are
separated into individual
place values and decimal
places they can also form
a mathematical
expression.

1

Comparing and For pupils to
Ordering
recognize that
Fractions
fractions can be
compared.
For pupils to
recognizing
number
patterns.

For example, the number
5,325 in expanded
notation form is 5,000 +
300 + 20 + 5 = 5,325.
Compare fractions:
-Unit fractions.
-Fractions with the same
numerator
-Fractions with the same
denominator
Comparing fractions
means looking at two
fractions and figuring out
which one is greater.
Compare sets of fractions
by inserting the symbols
> is greater than< is less
than

Folding, shading, cutting and
labelling strips ofcardboard of equal
length to show unitfractions.
Using a fraction chart to compare
and write number sentences to
show comparison of unit fractions.
Using fraction charts to compare
fractions with the same numerator.
Using fraction charts,
diagrams, and number lines to
compare fractions with the same
denominator.

Fractional Chart

Quiz

Diagrams

Group work

Number lines

Math
scrapbook

Videos
Worksheets

GRADE FIVE: NOTATION AND NUMERATION
Using the comparison
= is equal to

Review Activity

Example: 4/ 9 is less than symbols to write number sentences
/5 9 (because 4 is less
to show comparison of fraction with
than 5)
the same numerator.
is less
than
4 /9

1

Comparing and For pupils to
Ordering
demonstrate an
Fractions
understanding
of how to
compare and
order fractions.

5/9

Comparing Fractions
1. Of the two fractions with
like numerators – the bigger
is one with the lower
denominator.
2. Of the two fractions with
like denominators – the
bigger is one with the bigger
numerator.3. Of the two
fractions with different
denominators and
numerators, after we
expand or simplify fractions
to make their denominators
alike, the one with a bigger
numerator is the winner.

Reading the word problems.

Fractional Chart
Diagrams

Identifying key words in the
problems.

Number lines
Videos
Review Activity

Solving the problems using
statements, diagrams, fractional
chart or number lines.

Using fraction charts, diagrams, and
number lines to compare fractions
with the same denominator.
Using the comparison symbols to
write number sentences to show
comparison of fraction with the

Worksheets

Oral and
written work
Quiz

GRADE FIVE: NOTATION AND NUMERATION
same numerator.

1

Comparison of
fractions

To be aware
that units
fractions can be
compared
To recognize
that fractions
with same
numerators can
be compared.

In unit fraction, the larger
the denominator the
smaller the value.
Complete the number
sentences >,< or =
1/3
1/6
¼
1/8
1/6
¼
In like fractions, with like
numerators, the smaller
the value. 7/10 < 7/9
Insert >,<or =
5/10 5/6
5/8
5/12
6/10
6/10

Fold, shade, cut, label strips of
cardboard of equal length to show
unit fraction.
Use fraction chart to compare unit
fraction
Fold, shade and label strips of
cardboard of the same size to show
1/3, ¼, 1/12, and 1/24.
Find 1/3, 1/6, 1/12, 1/24 of sets of
objects by grouping and write
number sentences to show the
relationships using comparison
symbols.
>greater than; < less than; =equal
to.
Formulate rule for unit fraction.
Apply rule to find out which fraction
is greater or smaller.
Formulate rule like numerators.
Complete number sentences with
the symbols

Let’s Do
Oral and
Mathematics Bk written work
5 Pg 11
Quiz
Fraction Chart
Let’ s Do
Mathematics Bk
5

1

Comparison of
fractions with
unlike
denominator

GRADE FIVE: NOTATION AND NUMERATION
For pupils to
In like fractions the larger
Use fraction chart to compare
understand that numerator the greater the fraction with the same denominator
fraction unlike
value.
and number line to compare
numerators can 5/9 < 8/9
fractions with the same
be compared.
Insert the correct symbol
denominators.
>,< or =
Apply rule to compare fraction.
8/12
9/12
Use the comparison symbols
4/5
3/5
Write number sentence with
symbols

Let’s do
Mathematics
BK5 pg.
Fraction chart

Oral and
written work
Mid-Term
Test

2

Comparison of
unlike fraction

For pupils to
recognize that
unlike fractions
can be
compared

Insert the correct symbol
>,< or =
5/9
2/3

Use fractional chart.
Write equivalent fraction
Find the L.C.M for fractions with
unlike denominators.
Compare fractions.

Let’s do
Mathematics
BK5

Oral and
written work

2

Ordering of
fraction

For pupils to
understand that
fractions can be
arranged in
sizes

Arrange these fractions
starting with the smallest.
5/6, 4/8, 2/5, 5/8

Write equivalent fractions of
fractions.
Find the L.C.M for fractions with
unlike denominators.
Compare fractions.
Arrange fractions according to size.

Let’s do
Mathematics
BK5

Oral and
written work

For pupils to
demonstrate an
understanding
of identifying
and writing
multiples of 1and 2-digit
number

Multiples of 1- and 2-digit
numbers.

2

Multiples

Arrange these fractions
from larges to smallest.
5/12, 4/8, 2/5, 5/8.

Objects
Manipulating small objects to
identify number that can be put into
Hundred
equal rows of 2, 3, 4, 5 etc. up to 12.
Square Grid
Identifying the numbers that can be
Videos
put into equal rows of 2 as multiples
of 2; numbers that can be put into
Worksheets
equal rows of 3, 4, 5 etc. to 12 as
multiples of 3, 4, 5 etc. to 12.

Oral and
written work
Games

(10,11,12).

3

Sequencing of
fraction.

For pupils to
recognize that

GRADE FIVE: NOTATION AND NUMERATION
Identifying multiples of one and
tens object numbers up to 12 on a
hundred square grid.

Complete the patterns:

Fold, shade, cut and label stripes of
cardboard of equal lengths to show

Review Activity

Flashcards,
cardboards,

Oral and
written quiz.

fractions have
patterns in
order to
complete the
series.

3

Fractions in
words.

For pupils to be
aware that
fraction can be
written as
words.

3

Words in
fraction.

For pupils to
recognize that
words can be
expressed as
fractions.

4

Improper to
mixed
numbers

4

Fractional part

GRADE FIVE: NOTATION AND NUMERATION
units fractions. Use fractional chart
(a)1 , 1, , _____
to compare fractions.
(b) , , , _____.
Discuss the difference between
(c) , , , _____.
fractions.
Complete the series

crayons.
Let’s Do Maths
BK5 pg.

Write the fractions in
words.
E.g. 3/10= three –tenths
5/12=
7/15=
3/9=
1 4/5=
Write infractions.
Twelve seventeenths12/17, five hundredths________, one and two
thirds-______,
Seven and six tenths-____.

Use fractional chart.
Identify parts of a fraction.
Use diagrams to shade parts.
Name fractions.
Write fractions in words.

Cardboard
Fraction chart.
Let’s do Maths
BK5 pg.

Oral and
written quiz.

Use fractional chart.
Identify parts of a fraction.
Use diagrams to shade parts.
Read the fraction.
Write words in fraction.

Let’s do Maths
BK5 pg.

Assignment.
Orals and
written
work.

For pupils to
understand the
relationship
between
improper
fraction and
mixed numbers

Convert improper
fractions to whole
numbers.
17/4=
46/8=
106/9=
18/6 =

Shade diagrams to show
relationship improper fractions and
whole numbers or mixed numbers.
Explain improper fractions and
mixed numbers.
Examine shaded diagram to
formulate rules for changing
improper fraction and whole
numbers or mixed numbers.

Fraction chart
diagrams

Oral and
written work
Quiz.

For pupils to be
aware that
quantity can be

Find the fractional part of
the quantities/objects.
¾ of 12=9

Identify fractional parts grouping,
sharing and shading of objects.

Let’s do
Mathematics
BK5 pg. 36

Let’s Do
Mathematics
pg. 50

Oral and
written work
Quiz.

shared.

¼

Find
4

Place Value

GRADE FIVE: NOTATION AND NUMERATION
Discuss the steps of finding
fractional parts of quantities
(1)divide
¼ ¼
¼
(2)multiply

9
of 36

For pupils to be
aware that
decimal have
place value.

What is the place value of
the 9 in the number
86.49?
What is the value of the 8
in the number 4.38?

Shade diagram to show a given
decimal in tenth.
Identify digit under the tenth and
hundredth column.
Read decimals in tenth and
hundredths.
State the place value of each digit.
Write the place value of digit in
decimals.

Decimals chart
Cardboard

For pupils to
understand the
procedure of
converting
fractions to
decimal.

Convert fractions to
decimals.
Convert 1/25 as a decimal.
Express these fractions as
decimals.
7/10=
2/5=
17/50=

Use fractional chart.
Fold paper or shade diagrams to
show equivalent fractions.
Write equivalent fractions with
denominators that are factors of 10
and 100 for a fraction.
Write as decimals
E.g. 1/25=4/100= 0.04

Let’s do
Mathematics
BK5 pg.121

Write decimals in
expanded form.
Tens Ones Tenths
Hundredth

Use decimals chart.
Identify the digits under the tenth
and hundredths.
State the place value of each digit.
State the value of each digit.

Decimals Chart Orals and
Let’s Do
written
Mathematics Bk work.
5 Pg. 80

5

Fractions to
decimals

5

Decimals in
For pupils to
expanded form understand the
concept
involving
expansion of

Orals and
written
work.

Let’s Do
Mathematics Bk
5 Pg 8

Oral and
written work

decimals.

GRADE FIVE: NOTATION AND NUMERATION
4=4×10
Write decimal in expanded form.
6= 6×1
2= 2
5=5×

(4=4×10)+( 6= 6×1)+( 2= 2
) +( 5=5× )
Write in expanded form
7.96
13.89
0.04
2.5
6

Decimals in
words

For pupils to
appreciate that
decimal can be
written in
words.

Write in words:
52.76
9.4
135.08
71.19

Use decimal chart.
Read decimal.
Identify the digits under the tenth
and hundredths.
State the place value of digits.
Write decimals in words.
e.g. 52.76- Fifty two and seventy six
hundredths or fifty two point seven
six.

Let’s Do
Orals and
Mathematics Bk written
5 pg. 43
work.
Mid Term
test.

6

Words in
decimals

For pupils to be
aware that
decimals can be
written in
words

Write in decimals:
Zero point one four-_____
Two and seven
hundredths-_____
Ten and five tenths______

Use place value chart.
Identify the place value in each
digit.
Manipulate base ten blocks.
Read decimals in words e.g. 2.5 two
and five tenths or two point five.
Write words on decimals.

Let’s do Maths
BK5 pg.

Oral and
written
work.

GRADE FIVE: NOTATION AND NUMERATION

6

Mixed
numbers to
decimals

For pupils to
recognize that
mixed numbers
can be
converted to
decimals

Convert these mixed
numbers to decimals.
2 1/5=2 2/10=2.5
6 1/10=
18 1/10=
4 17/20=
20 8/50=

7

Place Value

For pupils to
apply
knowledge of
place value of
given numbers.

The place value of a
number is the place of
position it holds in the
number. Each place has
a value of 10 times
the place to its right.
The place value of a
number can be ones, tens,
hundreds, thousands, tens
of thousands or hundreds
of thousands.
To find the place value
count, from the digit in
question, to the last digit.
If it is the only digit, the
place value is one, two
digits – tens, three digits –
hundreds etc.

7

Rounding
decimals

For pupils to
recognize that
decimals have
place value

Round to the nearest
tenths:
2.5713.094.14-

Use fractional chart.
Fold paper or shade diagrams to
show equivalent fractions with
denominators that are multiples of
10 or 100.
Express mixed numbers as improper
fractions.
Rewrite mixed numbers as
decimals.
Creating place value chart.
Reading numbers on place value
chart.

Let’s do
Mathematics
BK5

Oral and
written work

Place value
chart

Written
exercises

Counting digits on chart.
Associating number of digits with
place value.
Identifying the place value of given
numbers.
Writing the place value of given
numbers.

State their position in relation to the Let’s do
lowest number on the number line. Mathematics
Discuss the rules when the 5 is in
BK5 pg.
the tenths place.
Round decimals to the nearest

Oral and
written work

GRADE FIVE: NOTATION AND NUMERATION
31.63tenths.
7

Rounding
decimals

Recognize that
rounding off
numbers is for
convenience.

8

Ordering
decimals

For pupils to
recognize that
decimals can be
arranged in
ascending and
descending
order

8

Comparing
Decimals

For pupils to
understand the
process in
comparing
decimals

Round to the nearest
hundredths:
2.07617.1939.684Ordering decimals
Ascending Order
Descending order

Comparing Decimals

State the place value of each digit.
Discuss the rules when 5 are in the
hundredths places.
Round decimals to the nearest
hundredths.
Reading decimal numbers
Observing and discussing decimal
place value chart
Reading decimal numbers from
decimal chart
Identifying the greatest and least
position on decimal chart
Differentiating in the value of
number on chart
Using the position on place value
chart show and compare given
decimal numbers
Reading decimal numbers
Observing and discussing decimal
place value chart
Reading decimal numbers from
decimal chart
Identifying the greatest and least
position on decimal chart
Differentiating in the value of
number on chart
Using the position on place value
chart show and compare given
decimal numbers

Let’s do Maths
BK5 pg.

Oral and
written work

Decimal Place
value chart

Oral
assignment

Decimal Place
value chart

Oral
assignment

GRADE FIVE: NOTATION AND NUMERATION

8

Comparing
Decimal

For pupils to
compare
decimal using
symbols

Decimal Comparison
0.3 and 0.03
0.3 is greater than 0.03

Examining and discussing findings
from decimal place value chart
Inserting decimal numbers on chart
illustrating to show value of decimal
proportion
comparing decimal numbers on
chart and from the illustration

Decimal Place
value chart

Oral and
written work

9

End of Term
Assessment.

Test paper.

End of Term
Test

Ordering
Decimals

Answering questions
based on topics done
during the term.
Ordering Decimal
0.001; 0.01, 0.00001
Ascending:
0.01, 0.001 ; 0.00001

Reading and answering questions.

8

For pupils to
answer
questions.
For pupils to
order decimal
in ascending
and descending
order

Examining and discussing findings
from decimal place value chart
Inserting decimal numbers on chart
illustrating to show value of decimal
proportion
Ordering decimal numbers

Decimal Place
value chart

Oral and
written work

9.

Roman
numerals

For pupils to
read and write
roman

Roman Numerals

Substituting

Oral Work

10 X

Discussing

Let’s Do
Mathematics
Book 5

Standard 6.20

Written

numerals up to
a thousand

10

Equivalent
fractions
Mixed
numbers

11

Reduction

GRADE FIVE: NOTATION AND NUMERATION
50 L
Listing
100 C

Writing

500 D

Recognizing roman numerals

For pupils to
recognize that
sets of
equivalent
fractions

Write the missing value for
the equivalent fractions
2/3=4/6=x/24
4/9=x/27
5/7=35/x

Use fractional charts and diagrams.
Identify the name and set of
equivalent fractions
Write rules of equivalent fractions.
Apply rules to find equivalent sets.

For pupils to
understand that
mixed numbers
can be
converted to
improper
fractions

Convert mixed numbers to
improper fraction:
2 3/8=
7 1/9=
12 1/3=

=10/4=2 12/4
Explain the procedures of changing
improper fractions to whole
numbers or mixed numbers

For pupil to
recognize that
some fractions
can be reduced
to the lowest
term

Reduce these fractions to
the lowest terms.
18/24=
20/25=
18/27=x/9

Explain what a mixed number is.
Shade diagrams to formulate rules
for changing mixed numbers to
improper fraction.
Explain the procedure in changing
mixed numbers to improper fraction

Write sets of equivalent fraction for
given unit fraction.
Explain how equivalent fractions
can be reduced to the lowest terms.
Discuss factors of numbers.
State and use rule to reduce
fractions to the lowest terms. I.e.
dividing the numerator and
denominator by their highest
common factors

Roman
Numeral Chart

Let’s do
Mathematics
BK5 pg. 36
Charts
Diagrams
Let’s do
Mathematics
BK5
Pg.50

Work
Group
Presentation
s
Oral and
written work
Quiz
Oral and
written
work.
Quiz

Let’s do
Mathematics
BK5
Pg. 38

Let’s do
Mathematics
BK5
Pg.4

Oral and
written
work.
Quiz

WK Topic/ SubTopic
12. Lengths
Standard
6.20

12. Lengths
Standard
6.20

General
Objectives
For pupils to
understand
the
importance of
measurement.

For pupils to
recognize
units can
converted to
another unit

GRADE FIVE: NOTATION & NUMERATION
Activities

Content
10mm= 1cm

Defining the term length.

100cm=1m

Identifying units of lengths.

300cm=___mm

Reading units of conversion.

3000km=___m

Express these in millimeter
5cm = __________mm
6 ½ = __________mm
Convert to meters
7.25km

= ________ m

Resources
Tables of
lengths

Evaluation
Strategies
Oral and
written work
Quiz

Identifying larger and small
unit.
Repeating tables based on
length.
Measuring objects in
classroom.

Let’s Do
Math BK 5
Pg 32

Oral Written
Work

Let’s Do
Math BK 5
Pg 32

Oral &
written work

Converting lengths from large
unit to small units.

8km 950m=_________ m
2 ¾ km

=_________ m

Express in centimeters
7m

=_________cm

4 ¾ m =_________cm
9.5 n =_________cm
13

Assessment

14

Review of
Assessment

15.

Comparison
of length
Standard

For pupils to
be aware of
conversion
from units.

Complete the number sentences >, < or =
¾m

50 cm

Repeating tables based on
length.
Estimating and measuring

6.20
To be aware
that units can
be compared.
16.

Capacity
Standard
6.20

For pupils to
recognize that
liquids can be
measured.

50 cm

GRADE FIVE: NOTATION & NUMERATION
½m
lengths and objects.

100m

1 cm

70mm

7 cm

Using the comparison symbols

10ml= 1cl

Defining the term capacity.

10cl= 1dl

Identifying units of capacity.

10dl=1l

Reading units of conversion.

100ml=1l

Identifying large and small
units.

100ml=1l

Tables of
capacity

Oral and
written work

Quiz
Let’s do
Mathematics
pg 32, 33

If 1l =1000ml then
5l= 1000x5= 5000

16. Capacity
Standard
6.20

To recognize
the need to
use standard
units.

10 ml = 1 cl
10 cl = 1 dl
10 dl = 1 l
100 ml = 1 l
1000ml = 1l
Express in milliliters
5 ½ L =_______ml
7L 55 Ml = ________ml
2.25 l = ________ml

17.

Time
Standard
6.20

For pupils to
be aware that
time can be
measured.

60 seconds= 1minutes
60 minutes= 1hour
24hours = 1day
7 days= n1 week
4week= 1month
12months= 1 year

Stating the number of
milliliters in one liter.

Let’s Do
Math BK 5

Reading table of capacity.

Oral &
written work
Group
Presentations

Identifying a 100ml container.
Converting liters to milliliters.
Calculating accurately the
conversion from one unit to
another.
Discussing tables of time.
Discussing units used to
measure time.
Identifying large and small
units.

Tables of
time
Clock
Calendar

Oral and
written work
Group
Presentations

GRADE FIVE: NOTATION & NUMERATION
Completing tables.
52 weeks= 1 year
365 ¼ days= I year
Converting time into different
366days= 1leap year
units.
10 years= 1 decade
2 ½ weeks= ___days
Completing given exercises.
9days=____week___days

18.

Time
Standard
6.20

To understand ¼ of a month = ________wks
that time can
¼ of hour= _______ mins
be measured.
½ century =________yrs
2hrs 15mins= ________mins

Using a calendar and clock.

Calendar

Repeating the tables based on
time.

Clock

Oral &
written work
Group
Presentations

Converting time from one unit
to another.

10hrs=________mins
4 ¾ hrs = _______mins
Express in hours
276mms = ______hrs
4hrs 45mins =_____hrs
19.

Annual
Examination

For pupils to
answer
questions

20.

Review of
Annual
Examination

For pupils to
discuss ideas
on topic done
for
Assessment

2dys 4hrs =________hrs
Answering questions based on topics done
during the term.
Answering questions on exams papers
completed

Using the clock.
Repeating tables based on
time.
Converting time from one to
another
Reading and answering
questions

Test script

Annual
Examination

Discussing questions

Resource
Sample of
pupils’ work

Oral Work

WK
1

TOPIC/
SUB-TOPIC
2 times

GENERAL
OBJECTIVES
For pupils to
be aware of the
concepts
involved in
multiplication tables
For pupils to
understand the
concept that
multiplication is
repeated addition

1

3 times

For pupils to
appreciate that
multiplication is
repeated addition
For pupils to recognize
that multiplication
tables need to be
memorized

2

4 times

For pupils to
be aware of the
concepts
involved in
multiplication tables

GRADE FIVE – TABLES
CONTENT
ACTIVITIES
2Times
2 × 9 =
Find the product 9 by 2
What is the product of
12 and 2?

3times
3 × 5 =
3 ×

RESOURCES

Grouping objects in sets of 2
Using number line
Applying repeated addition
Creating pattern
Formulating tables
Completing tables

Flash cards
counters

Grouping objects in sets of 3
Formulating tables
Writing tables

Flash cards
counters

EVALUATION
STRATEGIES
Quiz
Oral and
written work

Tables chart

Quiz
Oral and
written work

Tables chart

= 21
× 9 = 27

Find the product of 10
and 3
What is the product of 9
by 4
8 multiplied by 4
4 times 12
How many times can 4
be subtracted from 242

Using number line

Flash cards
counters

Applying repeated addition
Tables chart
Formulating tables

Quiz
Oral and
written work
Games

2

5 times

For pupils to
understand the
concept that
multiplication is
repeated addition

Double 4

For pupils to
appreciate that
multiplication is
repeated addition

5 ×

For pupils to recognize
that multiplication
tables need to be
memorized

3

7 Times

Recognize that
multiplication tables
need to be memorized
Recognize that
multiplication tables
need to be memorized

3

8 Times

Recognize that
multiplication tables
need to be memorized
Recognize that
multiplication tables
need to be memorized

Completing tables

= 45

Formulate tables using
thousand space chart
How many 5’s are there
Engaging in repeated grouping
are 60?
Counting groups
Recording answers
12 multiplied by 6
Formulating tables using
groupings and the answers
What is the product o f6
Reciting tables
and 6?
Participating in games
approach to learning tables
8 groups of 6 is =
Complete number sentences
based on tables
What is 7 times 9?
Formulate tables using
thousand space chart
Multiply 7 by 11
Engaging in repeated grouping
Counting groups
Double 7
Recording answers
Formulating tables using
How many 7’s are there
groupings and the answers
in 84?
Reciting tables
Find the product of 7 and Participating in games
5
approach to learning tables
Complete number sentences
based on tables
Double 8
Formulate tables using
thousand space chart
Find the product of 8 and
Engaging in repeated grouping
9
Counting groups
Recording answers
How many 8’s are there
Formulating tables using
in 72?
groupings and the answers

Flash cards
counters
Tables chart

Counters
tables chart

Quiz
Oral and
written work
Games

Test revision
Oral and
written work

Counters
tables chart

Test revision
Oral and
written work

Double 8

Reciting tables
Participating in games
Find the product of 8 and
approach to learning tables
9
Complete number sentences
based on tables
How many 8’s are there
in 72?
3

8 times

For pupils to be aware
in the concept
involved in
multiplication.

8times 7
2×8
Find the product of 8 and
13
What is the product of 8
and 20?

Grouping objects in sets of 8s
Using number line
Applying repeated addition
Formulating tables
Completing tables

4

9 times

For pupils to
appreciate that
multiplication is the
reverse of division

Multiply 12 by 9
7×
=56
9 times 4
9×
=63
How many 9’s makes 81?
Find the product of 9 and

Formulate tables using
Counters
thousand space chart
tables chart
Engaging in repeated grouping
Counting groups
Recording answers
Formulating tables using
groupings and the answers
Reciting tables
Participating in games
approach to learning tables
Complete number sentences
based on tables
Formulating tables write
Table chart
tables
Completing tables, repeat
tables.

Test revision

Formulate tables using
thousand space chart

Test revision

4

9 times

For pupils to
understand the
concept that
multiplication is
repeated addition.

Find the product of 11
and 9
What is the product of
12 and 9?
8 multiply by 9
Double 9
15×9=____

4

10 times

For pupils to
understand the

Double 10
10 times 9

Flash card
Counters

Counters
tables chart

Oral and
written work
quiz.

Oral and
written work

Oral and
written work

concept that
multiplication
repeated addition

Find the product of 10
and 8
How many 10’s are there
in 120?

4

10times

For pupils to recognize
that multiplication
tables need to be
memorized.

10×___=120
10×7=___
Fine the product of 10
and 15
10 times 13

5

11 times

For pupils to
understand the
concept that
multiplication
repeated addition

11 times 5
Find the product of
11 and 12
11×
=132

Engaging in repeated grouping
Counting groups
Recording answers
Formulating tables using
groupings and the answers
Reciting tables
Participating in games
approach to learning tables
Complete number sentences
based on tables
Counting in sets of 10 on a
Counters
number line
flash cards
Completing exercises based
on tables
Repeating tables
Memorizing tables

Oral and
written work

Count in sets of 11’s on the
number line

Test revision

Counters
tables chart

Oral and
written work

Oral and
written work

Record the count using
repeated addition
Formulate tables
Recite tables

5

11times

For pupils to
understand the
concept that
multiplication is
repeated addition.

What are 11 times 9?
Double 11
Find the product of 11
and 6
___×8=88

Complete exercise
Multiplying by ten and adding
another group
Count in sets of 11’s on the
number line
Record the count using
repeated addition
Creating eleven by eleven grid

Table chart

Oral and
written work

5

12 times

For pupils to recognize
patterns in the tables
and be aware of its
importance in maths

5

12times

For pupils to recognize
that multiplication
tables need to be
memorized.

5.

12 Times

To be aware of the
concepts involved in
multiplication.

12 times 6
Find the product of 12
and 9
What is the product of
12 and 4
12 ×
=48
12×___=60
12×7=___
Find the product of 15
and 12
12 times 14

Counting in sets of 12 on the
number line
Repeat tables
Memorize tables
Complete exercise based on
tables

Corks, table
chart.

Oral and
written work
Midterm test.

12 times 9

Count in sets of 12

Tables chart

Find the product of 40
and 12

Group objects in set of 12

Match sticks

Oral and
written work

Multiply 29 by 12
What is the product of
36 and 12?
6

Multiplying
by 0’s

For pupils to be aware
of the concepts
involved in multiplying
numbers by 10,000
and 1000

squares
Reading across and down
numbers in the eleventh
column
Formulating tables
Reciting tables
Completing exercise
Formulate tables
Recite tables
Complete exercise
Count in sets of 12’s

12x27
Multiplying numbers by
10,000 and 100
E.g.:
49× 10 =490
49 ×100= 4900
49× 1000 49000

Count and record
Formulate tables
Memorize tables
Complete exercise
Record the count using
repeated addition

Quiz

6

Multiplication For pupils to be aware
by 1000 and
of the concept
10000
involved in multiplying
1000 and 10000

Multiplying numbers by
1000 and 10000
E.g. 49×10=490
49×100=4900
49×1000= 49000
Multiplying numbers by
100, 1000, 10000. E.g.
52×100=5200

Discussing rules associated
with multiplying numbers

Multiplicatio
n chart

Oral and
written work

7

Multiplication For pupils to
of numbers
Understand how to
using more
multiply numbers with
than 2 factor
more than 2 factors

Multiplying numbers
with more than 2 factors

Work examples

Multiplicatio
n chart

Oral and
written work

7

Multiplication Be familiar with how
Grid
to contract
multiplication grids

e.g:
2× 3× 6
4× 4× 4
×
1
6
2
2
4
4
6
6

2

3 4 5

Identifying product after
multiplying more than 2
factors

Revision test

Make a multiplication grid
Multiply to fill boxes in grid

Tables chart

Quiz oral work

4 6
12

8

13times

For pupils to
appreciate that
multiplication is the
reverse of division.

13 times 5
13×12
What is the product of
13 and 18?

Recording the counts using
repeated addition.
Grouping objects in sets of 13.
Repeating the tables
Completing the exercise

Corks, table
charts

Oral and
written

8.

13 Times

Understand the
concept that
multiplication.

Find the product of 17
and 13

Count in sets of 13

Match sticks

Group objects insets 13

Table chart

Oral and
written work

Multiply 15 by 13. What
is the product of 30 and
13
26x13

Count and record
Formulate tables
Memorize tables

Quiz

Repeat tables
9

9

14 times

14 Times

For pupils to be aware
of the concept
involved in
multiplication

Understand the
concept that
multiplication is
repeated addition

Complete exercise
14×9
Multiplying by ten and adding
14×___=70
another group
Ho w many 14 are there Count in sets of 14’s on the
in 84?
number line
What is the product of
Record the count using
20 and 14
repeated addition
Creating fourteen by fourteen
grid squares
Reading across and down
numbers in the eleventh
column
Formulating tables
Reciting tables
Completing exercise
Find the product of 9 and Count in sets of 14’s
14
Group objects in sets of 14
Multiply 21 BY 14
Count and record
17x 14
Formulate tables
What is 14 times 27?
Repeat tables

10

15times

For pupils to
understand the
concept that
multiplication is
repeated addition.

Find the product of 13
and 15
15×17=___
15×___=135
How many 15 are there
in 65?

11

Tables: 16
times

For pupils to
understand the

What are 16 times 8?
Find the product of 27

Memorize tables complete
exercise
Formulating tables write
tables
Repeating tables
Completing tables
Completing the exercise.

Counting in sets of 16s
Using number line

Number line
Match sticks

Oral and
written

Table chart.

Tables chart

Oral and
written work
Quiz

Table chart

Oral work
written

Multiplicatio
n Chart

Games

12.

Length

concept that
multiplication is
repeated addition.

and 16
Double 16
16×___=96

Applying repeated addition
Formulating tables
Repeating tables

For pupils to
understand the
importance of
measurement.

10mm= 1cm

Define the term length

100cm=1m

Identify units of lengths

300cm=___mm

Read units of conversion

3000km=___m

Identify larger and small unit

Answering questions
based on topics done
during the term.
Same as above.

Reading and answering
questions.

Test papers.

Correcting
work

Discussing questions.

10ml= 1cl

Define the term capacity

10cl= 1dl

Identify units of capacity

Resource
sample of
pupils’ work.
Tables of
capacity

Display sample
of answer
sheet.
Oral and
written work

10dl=1l

Read units of conversion

Quiz

100ml=1l

Identify large and small units

Let’s do
Mathematics
pg 32, 33

Tables of
mass

Oral and
written work

13

End of Term
Assessment

For pupils to answer
questions.

14

Review of
Assessment

15.

Capacity

For pupils to discuss
ideas on topic done
for test.
For pupils to recognize
that liquids can be
measured.

Tables of
lengths

Oral and
written work
Quiz

100ml=1l
If 1l =1000ml then 5l=
1000x5= 5000
16.

Mass

For pupils to be aware
of the importance of
accurate
measurement.

1kg= 1000g

Define the term mass

100g= 1mg

Identify the units of mass
Read units of conversion

Quiz

Identify large and small units
17.

Time

For pupils to be aware
that time can be
measured.

60 seconds= 1minutes

Discuss tables of time.

60 minutes= 1hour

Discuss units used to measure
time.

24houra = 1day
7 days= n1 week
4week= 1month
12months= 1 year
52 weeks= 1 year
365 ¼ days= I year

Identify large and small units.

Tables of
time

Oral and
written work

Clock

Quiz

Calendar

Complete tables.
Convert time into different
units.
Complete the exercise.

366days= 1leap year

Convert time into different
units.

10 years= 1 decade

Complete the exercise.

2 ½ weeks= ___days
9days=____week___day
s
18

Multiplication For pupils to be
grid
familiar with how to
contract multiplication
grid

× 8 9 10 11 12
7
6
8
80
9
10 80

Making a multiplication grid
multiply to fill boxes in grid

Multiplicatio
n Chart

Oral and
written work

19.

Annual
Examination

For pupils to answer
questions

Reading and answering
questions

Test script

Annual
Examination

20.

Review of
Annual
Examination

For pupils to discuss
ideas on topic done
for Assessment

Answering questions
based on topics done
during the term.
Answering questions on
exams papers completed

Discussing questions

Resource
Sample of
pupils’ work

Oral Work

Wk
1

Topic/
Sub-Topic
Fractional part

General
Objectives
For pupils to
appreciate that
objects can be
divided into
parts

GRADE FIVE: MECHANICALS AND PROBLEM-SOLVING
Content
Activities
Find the fractional parts
of given quantities/
objects
of 12 = 9

Identifying fractional parts.
Finding fractional parts of quantities by
grouping, sharing shading and
colouring.
E.g.

Resources
New Common
Entrance
Mathematics
Pg 54

Evaluation
Strategy
Oral and
written work

of 12= 4

¼
¼ ¼
¼
Find of 36 buttons
What is of 120
1

1

Fractional
parts

Fractional
parts

For pupils to be
aware that
quantity can be
shared.

A vendor had 700
newspapers; he sold
2/5 of them. How many
newspapers were sold?

Reviewing fractions
Introducing the
Discussing sharing fractional parts of
objects.
Discussing the steps in finding
fractional parts in quantities
Cancelling of fractions
Solving problems based on fractional
parts.

Buttons, beads.

For pupils to be
able to
understand the
use of fractions
in various areas
of studies

A man had 500km2 of
land; he ploughed 1/10
of it. How much land
was not ploughed?

Finding fractional parts of given
quantities by grouping, sharing,
shading and coloring.
Reading and discussing problems
Cancelling fractions
Solving problems based on fractional

Mathematics
for Common
Entrance pg.5859

Oral and
written work

Mathematics
for Common
Entrance pg.58

Oral and
written
work.
Assignment

parts

2

Addition and
subtraction
with like
denominators.

For pupils to
appreciate that
proper fraction
can be added
and subtracted

Add

and

Using diagrams, number lines to
add and subtract proper fractions with
like denominators

Let’s do
Mathematics
Bk5
Pg. 55

Oral and
written work

1/8 2/8 3/8 4/8 5/8 6/8 7/8
4/8+ 2/8= 6/

1/8 2/8 3/8 4/8 5/8 6/8 7/8
5/8- 2/8= 3/8
With and without regrouping.

2

2

Mixed signs

Order of
Operations

To be aware
that there are
procedures in
working mixed
signs.
For pupils to
understand the
principle of
BODMAS.

× of
– (2 ½ + 1 ¾ )
÷½+1¾
Order of Operations
There are four basic
operations addition,
subtraction, division &
multiplication.

Discussing the rules of signs.
Working expression involving more
than one operation.
Applying rules to work operations

Let’ s do
Oral and
Mathematics Bk written work
5 pg 155

Using the term ‘operations’ to describe Let’s Do Maths
Bk 5 Pg 70
those operations already known, ie
addition, subtraction, multiplication
A
and division.
Comprehensive
Discuss the rule of operation
Mathematics
Course

Practical
demonstrati
on
Written work

When combine din one
problem begin with the
most complex.

Discuss the notion of an ‘operation’ in
the mathematical sense as a process of
combining numbers.

B- Bracket

( )

O- of

of

Stating and use the rule for order of
operation in computation

D- Division

÷

M-Multiplication

x

A- Addition

+

S- Subtraction

-

Work abstract exercise related to
mixed operation using
BODMAS

Order of Operations
Do things in Brackets
First
Exponents (Powers,
Roots) before Multiply,
Divide, Add or Subtract
Multiply or Divide
before you Add or
Subtract
Activity:
15 - (6 + 6 × 6) ÷ (9 + 5)
=
2

Order of
Operations

For pupils to
appreciate the
use of BODMAS
in Problem
Solving.

15+( 16-8)×2
Order of Operations

As a class, students create a shopping
list of items for a class celebration,
choosing items advertised in
supermarket.

1.You bought your
twin sister Molli 3 gifts
costing $24. each and
Making list of some items.
your other twin sister
Mary 5 gifts at $18.
Discussing ways in which the total cost
each. How much money

Let’s Do Maths
Bk 5 Pg 70
A
Comprehensive
Mathematics
Course

Practical
demonstrati
on
Written work

did you spend on Molli
and Mary?

2.6 of the classes at
your school are going to
the pool for a
swimming party. That
means 125 students
need to get on buses
and each bus hold 48
students. How many
buses will the school
need? 3 buses.
2

3.

BODMAS in
fraction

Money
Standard 6.1

of the shopping list could be
calculated, then form small groups to
calculate the total cost. Creating and
writing down possible number
sentences to calculate the total cost.
Encouraging to write a few words to
explain each part of their number
sentences and keep track of what has
already been calculated.

For pupils to be
able to
recognize that
BODMAS rules
can be applied
in other subject
areas.

A farmer had 24 birds.
1/3 of them were
chickens, ¼ were
turkeys and the rest
were ducks. How many
ducks were there?

Discussing and using the rule of order
of sign when there is more than one
term involved.
Find the L.C.D of denominators.
Canceling of fractions.
Solve problems based on mixed signs
infractions.

Let’s do
Mathematics
BK5 pg.122

Be aware of the
different
methods or
steps to be
used when
converting
currency

If US $1.00= G$150.
What will be the value
of these amount in
Guyana dollars

Listing currencies.

Let’s Do
Mathematics
Book 5 pg 114

a) US $10
b) US$25
$500- $250.45

Identifying and discussing the different
currencies of the world.
Comparing their value with Guyana.
Converting currencies (foreign) to local
currencies vice versa.
Discussing the method of subtracting

Oral and
written
work.
Mid-term
test

Oral and
written work
Quiz

3.

Money
Standard 6.18

For pupils to
appreciate the
need for good
record keeping
in any business
enterprise

currencies.
One book cost $24. Find Read and discuss the problem
Let’s Do
the cost of four books.
Mathematics
Explain the steps involved
Book 5
If 10 mangoes cost
Solve problems based on cost involving
$200, what is the cost
the four rules of operations
of 5 mangoes?

Oral and
written work
Quiz

Mary had $1500 and
bought 2books for $525
each. How much
change was left?
3.

Money
conversion
Standard 6.18

3.

Profit and Loss
Standard 6.18

For pupils to be
aware that
currency can be
converted to
other currency

Harry took US$10.00 to
change at the Gambro.
If the exchange rate US
$1. 00 =G$75, How
much Guyana dollars
would Harry get in
exchange for his US
$10.00?

Read and discuss the problem

For pupils to
recognize in any
business there
is success or
failure

The cost price of a car
was $175000, if the ca
was $250. 00. Calculate
the profit or loss
percent.

Define C. P, S. P, Profit and Loss

Explain the steps involved

Let’s Do
Mathematics
Book 5

Solve problems based on conversion of
Pg 102
currency

Explain the step in calculating profit or
loss.

Let’s Do
Mathematics
Book 5

Oral and
written work
Quiz

Oral and
written work
Quiz

Pg 45
Solved problem based or profit and
loss

3

Adding and
Subtracting up
5-digits with
and without
regrouping.

For pupils to
understand to
add and
subtract sets of
numbers up to
five digits with

Add 2317 and 4626
Subtract 567 from 2000
Fill in the missing
number to balance the
equation:

- Adding and subtracting numbers up
to five digits

Games
Let’s Do
Mathematics Bk
(Magic
4 Page 2 and 3
Square)
Caribbean
Quiz
Primary
Mathematics

and without
regrouping in
either vertical
or horizontal
form.

3

Adding and
Subtracting up
5-digits with
grouping and
without
regrouping

For pupils to
understand
how to solve
simple 1-step
and 2-step
problems
involving
addition and
subtraction.

Bk. 4 Pg 62

1) 81 + = 176 2) − 59
=9
3) + 47 = 73 4) − 34 =
38
1) 2 7 3

2) 6 3 7

− 87

+

1) 4 8 0 0

2) 1 2 3 8

− 732

+376

94

Tom had 149 mangoes,
Sue had 302 mangoes
and Pam had none.
How many mangoes did
they have altogether?
Ryan and Thomas
contest for a local boy
election. Ryan receives
8,983 votes and
Thomas receives 6,298
votes. Find by how
many votes Ryan won
the election?
Alicia subtracted a
number from 5000 and
got an answer of 1852.
What was the number
she subtracted?

-Reading and discussing problems.
-Using concrete materials and
diagrams to solve simple addition and
subtraction problems.

Games
Caribbean
Primary
Group work
Mathematics Bk
4 page 25 and
54

-Reading problems and solving them
mentally.
-Writing number sentences to help
solve given problems.
-Interpreting problems and solving
them.

Small Objects

Caribbean
Primary
Mathematics Bk
4 page 58-63

Let’s Do
Mathematics
Bk. 4 Pg. 62

4

Addition of
fractions with
like
denominators
Addition of
fractions with
unlike
denominators

For pupils to
recognize that
fractions with
like
denominators
can be added.

1/3

¼+¼ =
+

Dividing and shading diagrams and
shapes
=

=

3/7 + 1/7= 5/8 + 3/8
5/8 + 7/8 =
4/9 +
2/9 =
+ 1/6
=
?
+

Adding fractions with like unlike
Explaining the steps involved in adding
fractions with like denominators.
Relating rules for adding with like
denominators to adding with unlike
denominators.

=
Adding fractions using multiple
methods. E.g. the butterfly method,
LCM method etc.

Build on their
knowledge of
the addition of
fractions.

×2

Research other
methods of
adding fractions
with unlike
denominators.

1/3

=

2/6

×2
2/6 +1/6
+
=

Steps to
Common
Entrance
Mathematics
Bk. 1
Charts

Open book
test

2/3 + ¼ =
2/3=
4

Addition of
fractions with
like
denominators
Addition of
fractions with
unlike
denominators

4.

Charts &
Graphs
Standard 6.2

For pupils to be
able to:
Build on their
knowledge of
the addition of
fractions.

For pupils to
become aware
of various
Charts/ Graphs
and appreciate
their uses.

5/8 +

Daniel poured 1/9L of
syrup and 2/9L of water
in a mug. What fraction
of mixture is in the
mug?

Solved worded problems involving the
addition of fractions with unlike
denominators.

Let’s Do
Mathematics

Conducting simple survey around the
class and school.

Simple
questionnaire

Using information to construct graphs.

Illustrations of
graphs

Bk. 5

Ms. Bloom had 4 7/12
boxes of pencils but 2
1/12 boxes of the
pencils was broken.
After she threw out the
broken pencils, how
many boxes of pencils
were left?
Charts and Graphs are
used to illustrate or
show information
collected from a survey.
The Pie Chart
The pie chart shows the
different ways a group
of 48 pupils came to
school.

Discussing the procedures to use when
putting info on graph.
Using constructed graphs to interpret
and answer questions.

Comprehensive
Mathematics.
Bk 5

Group work
Practical
presentation

Car 9 walk
mini bus
10

20

Bicycle

How many pupils came
to school by bus?
What fraction of the
pupils uses the mini
bus?
Which was the least
popular way of coming
to school?
4.

Standard:6.18
Graph

Discuss the uses of graphs

For pupils to
recognize that
data can be
compared.

Explain the information on given
graphs
Read and interpret information on
chart/ graphs
Construct point,
bar graph, and pie chart.

Let’s Do
Mathematics
Book 5

Oral and
written work
Quiz

Pg 88, 86

Answer questions based on graph
4

Charts &
Graphs
Standard 6.2

For pupils to
become aware
of various

The Tally Chart

Conducting simple survey around the
class and school.

Simple
questionnaire

Using information to construct graphs.

Illustrations of

Group work
Practical
presentation

Charts Graphs
and appreciate
their uses.

The Tally Chart

Discussing the procedures to use when
putting info on graph.

graphs

Using constructed graphs to interpret
and answer questions.

Comprehensive
Mathematics.
Bk 5

Defining the term fraction with like
denominators.

Let’s Do
Mathematics

The Bar Graph

5

Subtraction of
fractions with

For pupil to
know how to

Fractions With Like
Denominators

Completing
worksheets

like
denominators
Subtraction of
fractions with
unlike
denominators

subtract
fractions with
Like and unlike
denominators.

Drawing to show fractions with same
denominators.
Discussing rules to subtracting the
fractions.
Subtracting fractions with same
denominators using number line and
fractional chart.
Completing worksheets.
Finding LCM
Making fractions equivalent.
Replace the
denominator and
subtract the
numerators.
Reduce to lowest terms
or change o a mixed
number if the
difference is an
improper fraction.
Fractions with unlike
denominators.
To Subtract Fractions
with different
denominators:

1. Find the Lowest
Common Denominator
(LCD) of the fractions.
2. Rename the fractions
to have the LCD.

Making denominators common by
multiplying or dividing.
Subtracting numerators and replacing
denominators.
Completing worksheets.

Bk. 5
Caribbean
Primary
Mathematics
Bk.5

5

Subtraction of
fractions with
like and unlike
denominators

3. Subtract the
numerators of the
fractions.
4. The difference will be
the numerator and the
LCD will be the
denominator of the
answer.
Simplify the Fraction
For pupil to
Fractions With Like
Denominators
know how to
subtract
fractions with
Like and unlike
denominators.

Replace the
denominator and
subtract the
numerators.
Reduce to lowest terms
or change o a mixed
number if the
difference is an
improper fraction.

Defining the term fraction with like
denominators.
Drawing to show fractions with same
denominators.
Discussing rules to subtracting the
fractions.
Subtracting fractions with same
denominators using number line and
fractional chart.
Completing worksheets.
Finding LCM
Making fractions equivalent.
Making denominators common by
multiplying or dividing.
Subtracting numerators and replacing
denominators.

Fractions with unlike
denominators.
EG.
A can is ¾ filled with
milk. If 1/3 off it is

Completing worksheets.

Let’s Do
Mathematics
Bk. 5
Caribbean
Primary
Mathematics
bk5

Completing
worksheets

poured off, what
fraction is left?
To Subtract Fractions
with different
denominators:
Find the Lowest
Common Denominator
(LCD) of the fractions.
5. Rename the fractions to
have the LCD.
6. Subtract the
numerators of the
fractions.
7. The difference will be
the numerator and the
LCD will be the
denominator of the
answer.
Simplify the Fraction
6

Addition of
mixed
numbers and
proper
fractions

For pupils to
understand the
procedure of
adding mixed
numbers with
unlike
denominators.

+

+

+

+

+

+

Converting improper fractions to
mixed numbers.
Adding mixed numbers by converting
them to improper fractions.
Using the L. C. M
Converting improper fractions to
mixed numbers.

Let’s Do
Oral and
Mathematics Bk written work
5 pg56

6

Addition of
fractions,
mixed
numbers and
whole
numbers

For pupils to be
able to
understand the
procedure of
adding fractions
and mixed
numbers with
unlike
denominators.

Baby slept 3 hrs in the
morning and 2 hrs in
the afternoon. How
many hours did the
baby sleep all day?

Using diagrams to add fractions with
Let’s do
like and unlike denominators.
Mathematics
Changing mix numbers to improper
BK5 pg 58, 59
fractions.
Finding the L.C.M of the denominators.
Adding fractions.
Reading and discussing the problem.
Solving problems involving proper
fraction, mixed numbers, proper
fractions and mixed numbers

Oral and
written work

6

Empty Sets
Equal Sets

For pupils to
become aware
of different
types of sets.

Empty Set – a set with
no element or member.
Symbols

Equivalent Sets

Making sets.
Forming groups for different
descriptions given.

Strips with
description of
sets

Research

Strips with sets

Written
exercise

Listing members of sets.
Example:
∅ = people who are 200
years old
Equal sets have the
exact same elements in
them, even though they
could be out of order.

Comparing sets.
Defining sets.
Describing elements /members of sets.

Example:{a, c, t} = {c, a,
t} = {t, a, c}
Equivalent sets have
different elements but
have the same number
of elements.

6

Empty Sets
Equal Sets
Equivalent Sets

For pupils to
become aware
of different
types of sets.

Example: {a, c, t} ≠ {1, 2,
3}
Which of the following
sets are empty?
(i) Set of counting
numbers between 5
and 6.
(ii) Set of odd numbers
between 7 and 19.
(iii) Set of odd numbers
between 7 and 9.
(iv) Set of even
numbers which are not

Describing each type of set.
Distributing strips with members of
sets.
Stating what type of set they are.
Listing members using description.
Determining what type of set they are.

divisible by 2.
v) {0}
(vi) { }
(vii) {Prime numbers
between 7 and 11}
State, whether each
pair of sets, has equal
sets or equivalent sets:
{3, 5, 7} and {5, 3, 7}
Which of the following
pairs of sets are
equal/equivalent?
{a,d,g,}
{5,7,9,}
{1,2,3,}
{3,2,1,}
{0,2,4,6,} {0,2,4}
7

7

Subtraction of
fractions and
mixed
numbers

Subtract mixed
numbers and
fractions and
Whole
numbers and
fraction.

For pupils to
understand the
procedure of
subtracting
fractions and
mixed numbes.

-

For pupils to be
aware that
fraction can be What is the difference
subtracted from between and
mixed numbers.
-

Subtract fraction with make
denominators by rewriting the fraction
using L. C. M with and without
regrouping subtract mixed numbers
unlike denominators convert mixed
numbers to improper

Let’s do
Oral and
Mathematics bk written work
5 pg58

Convert improper to mixed numbers

Let’s do
Oral and
Mathematics bk written work
5 pg58

Convert mixed numbers to improper
fraction subtract.
Subtract mixed numbers.

7

8

Subtraction of
fractions and
mixed
numbers

For pupils to be
able to foster in
pupils positive
attitudes as
they relate to
numbers

Danny drink 2 liters of

Average

For pupils to
develop an
awareness of
what an
average is.

The mean is
the average of
the numbers. It is easy
to calculate: add up all
the numbers, then
divide by how
many numbers there
are. In other words it is
the sum divided by the
count.

Pupils will know
to find average
of numbers.

orange juice from a
container of 4 ¾ liters.
How many liters of
orange juice did he
drink?

Sum of numbers ÷
amount of numbers

8

Average

For pupils to
develop an
awareness of
what an
average is.
For pupils to
know to find
average of
numbers.

The mean is
the average of
the numbers. It is easy
to calculate: add up all
the numbers, then
divide by how
any numbers there are.
In other words it is the
sum divided by the

Reviewing the importance of the
denominator
Using diagrams to subtract proper
fractions with unlike denominators by
rewriting these fractions as common
denominators.

Let’s do
Mathematics
BK5 pg. 58

Oral and
written work

Placing objects in groups.

Marbles

Group work

Regrouping objects equally.

Classroom
objects

Written
exercises

Placing objects in groups.

Marbles

Group work

Regrouping objects equally.

Classroom
objects

Written
exercises

Brainstorming what is average.
Working in groups to find average of
given objects.
Brainstorming to find formula for
average.
Using formula to find average of
numbers.
Adding objects to group to find the
new average.

Brainstorming what is average.
Working in groups to find average of
given objects.
Brainstorming to find formula for
average.

count.
Sum of numbers ÷
amount of numbers
Trey bought 6 apples, 4
plums and 5 mangoes.
What is the average
number of fruits bought
by Trey?
8

Multiplication
of fraction

To enable
pupils to
understand the
rule to multiply.
8What is the difference
between 3 and

8

Multiplications
of fractions
and mixed
numbers

For pupils to be
aware that
multiplication is
repeated
addition

A vendor bought 1 box
with 15 ¾ kg of
chocolate. How much
chocolate will be in 2
1/8 boxes?

Using formula to find average of
numbers.
Adding objects to group to find the
new average.
Solving problems involving averages

Using diagrams and number line to
show multiplication of fractions by
whole number is repeated addition.
Using fraction of diagrams to multiply
a fraction by fraction.
Using diagrams to show multiplication
if whole numbers by mixed numbers.
Converting improper fractions as
mixed numbers

Let’s do
Oral and
Mathematics bk written work
5
Pg 109

Using diagrams to multiply fraction
and mixed numbers.
Converting mixed numbers to
improper fraction.
Cancelling fractions. Multiply
numerators and denominators.
Converting improper fractions to
mixed numbers.
Reading, discussing and solving
problem based on multiplications of
fractions, mixed numbers and whole
numbers.

New Common
Oral
Entrance
Mathematics pg
52

8

Division of
Fractions

For pupils to
understand the
inverse
relationship
between
multiplication
and division.

½
So 3× ½

½

½

=1½
½ of ½ = ¼
2×2 ¼ = 2 ×

Write the reciprocal of given whole
numbers and fractions.
Draw diagrams to show division of
whole numbers by unit fraction.
Use the reciprocal to divide whole
numbers by a unit fraction.
Divide mixed numbers by a unit
fraction.
Convert mixed numbers to improper
fraction.

Let’s do
Oral and
Mathematics bk written work
5
pg 149

= =4
=4
Find the product of
and 7
9 ×
5 × 10
How many ¼ ‘s are
there in 8 = 8 ÷ ¼
8×
= 32
8

Division of
fractions and
whole
numbers

For pupils to
recognize the
steps involved
in dividing by
fractions and
whole numbers

From a roll of wire 45
4/5 m long. How many
pieces each 2 m can
be obtained?

Using diagram and number line to
Let’s do
show that dividing whole numbers by a Mathematics
fraction is the same as multiplying the BK5 pg. 114
whole number by the reciprocal of
fraction.
Dividing mixed numbers by mixed
numbers or by fraction or by whole
numbers.

Written and
Oral work

9

Addition of
decimals

To recognize
that decimals
have place
value.

Add 17.6. 9.5 and 8.76
5.2 +18 +36.71
Find the sum of 901,
32.84 and 1.004

Using diagrams and base ten blocks to
do addition of decimals involving
tenths, hundredths.
State the place value of digits.

Let’s do
Oral and
Mathematics bk written work
5 pg 82

9

Addition of
decimals

For pupils to be
able to
demonstrate
the skill of
subtraction
with decimals

Mother bought 7.5
sweets on Monday.
1.06 sweets on Tuesday
and 10.9 sweets on
Wednesday. How many
sweets did she buy?

Using place value chart.
State the value of each digit.
Identifying decimals that are written in
the tenths and hundreds.
Discussing why decimals are written in
tenths and hundredths.
Solving problems based on decimals
Using place value chart
Stating the value of each digit.
Identifying decimals that are written in
tenths and hundredths

Let’s do
Mathematics
BK6 pg.35

Oral and
written
work.

10

Subtraction of
decimals

For pupils to be
aware that
decimals can be
subtraction

Subtract 21.5 from 35
9- 5.9
What is the difference
between 64.1 and
43.56?

Using diagrams and base ten blocks to
do subtraction of decimals involving
tenths and hundredths.
State the place value of digits.

Let’s do
mathematics bk
5
Pg 84

Oral and
written work

10

Subtraction of
decimals

For pupils to
recognize the
importance of

Mother bought 15.1cm
of ribbon. If she gave
her friend 9.52cm of

Identifying fractions and decimals.
Expressing fractions as decimals and
vice versa.

Let’s do
Mathematics
BK6 pg. 33

Oral and
written work

11

11

Percentage

Percentage

decimals in our
daily
experience.

ribbon. How much
ribbon was left?

Using the 100 square grid and color
strip of cardboards to cover part of
grid and name fraction.
Solving problems based on subtraction
of decimals.

Pupils to
become aware
of quantities
that can be
expressed as
percentage.

Express as percentage
=

Identify fractions and decimals.
Express fractions as decimals and via
versa use the 180 square grid and
colour.
Strip cardboard to cover parts of grid
and name fractional parts of a
hundred.
Explain the term percentage
Cancelling of fraction.
Express percentage as fraction.

For pupils to
recognize that
quantities can
be expressed as
percentage.

Tom has 14 out of 20
sums correct. What
percentage of the sum
was correct?

=
Express these decimals
as percentage
0.25 ; 1.60
Express as fractions
70% ; 95%; 25

Let’s do
mathematics

Oral and
written work

New Common
Entrance
Mathematics
Pg 76

Reviewing fractions and fractional
Let’s do
parts
Mathematics
Researching and defining the term
BK5 pg. 148
percentage
Discussing how percentage is arrived
Sally had 800 oranges, if at
20% of them were
Examining the relationship between
rotten. How many
fractions; fractional parts and
oranges were good?
percentage
How many were rotten. Finding percentage of given quantities
/ amounts using formula approach
Solving problems based on percentage.

Oral and
written
work.

12

12

Ratio

Ratio

For pupils to
appreciate that
ratio is a form
of fraction.

Express the following
quantities as ratio in
their simplest form
18: 20
6: 24
12: 15

Equivalent fraction.
Reduce fractions to lowest term.
Explain the term ratio.
Express quantities as ratio.

New Common
Entrance
Mathematics
Pg 180-181

Oral and
written work

For pupils to
understand that
ratio is the
comparison of
the quantities
of the same
kind

Share the following
quantities in the given
ratio
55 oranges in the ratio
9: 2
$150 in the ratio 4: 6

Express ratio as fraction.
Cancel fraction.
Express ration as quantities

New Common
Entrance
Mathematics
Pg 180-181

Oral and
written work

For pupils to
understand that
ratio is the
comparison of
the same kind

A ratio is a fraction
representing a
comparison of similar
qualities.
Share 20 sweets
between Pam and Pat
in the ratio 2:3.
How many sweets will

Defining ratio.
Explaining the quantities compared
must be the same kind.
Expressing quantities as ratio in the
simplest from before solving problems.
Role –playing case study dealing with
real life situation using division of
inheritance in ratio

New Common
Entrance
Mathematics
Pg. 77

Oral and
written.

For pupils to
understand the

use of ratio in
various area of
studies.

12.

LengthAddition and
Subtraction
Standard 6.1

For pupils to
add and
subtract units
of length.

pat receive? Who will
receive the large
amount?

Discussing the role-play and finding
solutions using layman approach
Writing shares in ratio
Solving problems based on ratio.

Divide 60 crayons
between 2 pupils so
that one pupil gets
twice as many as the
other. How many
crayons does each one
get?

Defining ratio.
Expressing quantities as ratio in the
simplest from before solving problem.

Length is how long the
distance is.

Measuring objects in the classroom.

Add the following (Find
the sum or total)
1 km = 1000 m

Repeating the conversion table.
Setting down and adding or
subtracting units of length (without
and with conversion)
Creating problems to match activities.

Km
1

m

5

455

+ 6

610

12

065

Answer : 12 km

65 m

Subtract the following
(Find the difference)
1 cm = 100 m
m
2

3

cm
2 4 + 100

Let’s do
Mathematics
Bk5
Pg 179
New Common
Entrance
Mathematics
pg.78
Let’s Do
Mathematics
Book 5
New Common
Entrance
Mathematics
Metre Rule

Oral and
written
work.

Written
Work.
Group
Activity

= 124
-

1

56

1

68

Answer : 12 km
12.

Length
Addition and
Subtraction
Standard 6.18

65 m
Reading problems

For pupils to
become aware
of procedure in
working length
based worded
problem.

Identifying elements based on CUBE
Examining problem step by step
Solving problems based on operations

Quiz
Bright Sparks
Mathematics Bk
Written
5
Work
Let’s Do
Mathematics Bk
5
SEA

13

End of Term
Assessment.

14

Review of
Assessment.

15.

Mass
Addition and
Subtraction

For pupils to
answer
questions.
For pupils to
discuss ideas on
topic done for
test.
For pupils to
become aware
the mass can be
calculated using
the four

Answering questions
based on topics done
during the term.
Same as above.

Reading and answering questions.

Test paper.

End of Term
Test

Discussing questions.

Resource
sample of
pupils’ work.

Review

Mass of object is
measured in grams and
kilograms.

Adding mass

Let’s Do
Mathematics
Bk pg 122, 123

Quiz
Written work

Kg

G

Mg

Subtracting Mass
Repeating tables based on mass.

Bright Sparks

operations.
Standard 6.1

15.

Mass
Addition and
Subtraction
Standard 6.18

For pupils to
become aware
of procedure in
working mass
based worded
problem.

5

126

2

Converting from one unit to another.

+2

204

4

Discussing the steps involved in
multiplying and dividing mass.

The total mass of 3
boxes is 350kg. If the
weight of 2 is 78kg and
89kg,

Reading problems

What is the weight of
the third box?

Solving problems based on operations

Identifying elements based on CUBE
Examining problem step by step

If 15 bars of chocolate
weighs 6½ kg,

SEA (30)

Quiz
Bright Sparks
Mathematics Bk
Written
5
Work
Let’s Do
Mathematics Bk
5 pg 32, 123

SEA pg 30

What is the weight of 1
bar of chocolate in
grams?
16.

Capacity
Addition and
Subtraction
Standard 6.1

For pupils to
become aware
of the standard
unit in capacity

Capacity is the total
space within any given
container. Eg tin, bottle

Calculating
Capacity

To understand
1 litre = 100ml
capacity can be
calculated using
the four
L
Ml
operations.
16
526

Addition and
Subtraction

For pupils to
develop an
appreciation for
solving worded
problem

Estimating capacity of containers.
Measuring capacity of containers and
recording.

-5
16.

Defining capacity

Converting from one unit to another.

Let’s Do
Mathematics
Bk pg 98

Quiz
Written work

Bright Sparks
SEA (30)

Discussing the steps involved in
multiplying and dividing mass.

216

Tom bought 6L of oil.
Jean bought 7L 450ml
of oil and mark bought
30ml.
How many litres of oil

Reading problems
Identifying operations
Following steps to solve problems

Quiz
Bright Sparks
Mathematics Bk
Written
5
Work
Let’s Do
Take home
Mathematics Bk

had they altogether?

Standard 6.18

5

assignment

SEA

17.

Mechanicals
Perimeter –
Regular and
Irregular
Shapes
Standard 6.1

For pupils to
measure
lengths.

Perimeter is the
distance around a plane
shape.

Using tape measure or meter stick to
measure the distance around a plane
shape.

Let’ s do
Mathematics
Book 5

-find the sum of
lengths of sides
of any plane
shapes which is
equal to its
perimeter.

E.g. the top of a
cardboard box.

Measuring the lengths of all the sides
of a plane shape.

Perimeter can be
calculated by adding all
the lengths of a shape.

Finding the sum of all the sides.

Mathematics
for Common
Entrance

-use formula to
find the
perimeter of
regular and
irregular
shapes.

Perimeter of squares
and rectangles (Regular
Shapes)
Square

Comparing and discussing lengths of
squares and rectangles.

New Common
Entrance
Mathematics.

Group Work
Written
Work
Paper and
Pencil Quiz
Game

Stating a formula for perimeter of
rectangle and square.Using the
formula to calculate perimeter of
rectangles and squares.

P=4s
Rectangle
P=2 (length+ breadth)
Irregular Shapes
P = Total Distance
around shape.

17.

Problem

For pupils to be

A floor 15m long and

Defining the perimeter.

Let’s Do

Oral Work

Solving
Perimeter –
Regular and
Irregular
Shapes

aware that
distance can be
measured.

Standard 6.18

9m wide. What is the
perimeter?
The perimeter of a
garden is 60m, if the
length is 19m. Calculate
the width?

Reading and discussing the problem.
Stating the formula.
Solving problems based on perimeter.
Using CUBE strategy to solve problems.

Mathematics
Book 5 pg115

Written work

Problem Strips

Paper and
Pencil Quiz

Cube Strategy
Charts

Group
Discussions

Let’s Do
Mathematics
Book 5 Pg133

Oral and
written work

Analyzing problems before solving
problems.
Relating problems to real life
experiences.

18.

Area
Standard 6.1

For pupils to
recognize that
objects occupy
space.

Area is the amount of
surface space in any
shape.
Area is measure in
square units

Defining the term area.
Estimating and measuring are of
objects.
Using grid to find the area of irregular
shapes.

Area= Length x Width
Find the area:

Sating the formula of the regular
shapes.
Calculating the area of irregular and
regular shapes.

15cm
8cm

7m
Area: 80m

18.

Area
Standard 6.18

For pupils to
recognize that
objects occupy
space.

2

A square field has a side
of 9m. What is the
area?
Calculate the area of a
playfield which has a
length of 10m and a
width if 7m.

Area:
100m2

Defining area.
Stating the formulae of area.
Reading and discussing the problem.

Let’s Do
Mathematics
Book 5

Oral and
written work
Quiz

Pg 133

Solving problems based on area.

The area of a carpet is
125m2, if the length is
30m. What is the
width?
19.

Annual
Examination

20.

Annual
Examination

Know to answer
questions based
on topics done
during the
term.
For pupils to
answer
questions

Topics taught during
the term.

Reading and answering questions

Question Bank

Annual
Examination

Answering questions
based on topics done
during the term.

Reading and answering questions

Test script

Annual
Examination

